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I I  
In a recent paper [5] we considered the problem of finding a solution to the 
Riemann problem with arbitrary jump data for an extended class of 2 • 2 quasi- 
linear hyperbolic systems of equations, in the class ~ of solutions consisting of 
constant states separated by centered rarefaction and shock waves. It is the pur- 
pose of this note to obtain a uniqueness theorem for this problem. In order to 
obtain such a result, it is well-known [3] that one must impose additional con- 
ditions on the class of solutions in order to exclude certain extraneous unstable 
solutions. LAX [3] presented a stability condition on shocks, hereafter referred to 
as condition (Se), which presumably should imply uniqueness. This condition 
states that each point of a shock consists of the intersection of characteristics 
from precisely one characteristic family. We shall show here that this condition 
does indeed imply uniqueness in the class .L,e. We note that if by a shock we mean 
a discontinuity satisfying the jump conditions (Rankine-Hugoniot conditions) 
which also comes from the intersection of characteristics (not necessarily from 
one family), then it was shown in [1] that a necessary condition for uniqueness 
is that each point of a shock comes from exactly one characteristic family. Thus 
our result shows that this condition is also sufficient for uniqueness. We remark 
that in the papers [2, 4] uniqueness theorems for Riemann problems are proved 
for some very restrictive hyperbolic systems. 
o 
We consider the hyperbolic system of equations 
(1) ut+f(u, V)x=0, vt+ g(u, V)x = 0 ,  
and we let F=(f ,  g). We assume throughout this paper t h a t f v < 0  and gu<O, so 
that dE has real and distinct eigenvalues 22 (u, v)> 21 (u, v), with left and right 
eigenvectors 1 i and ri, i=1 ,  2, and, in addition, we assume that lid2F(rj, r j)>0,  
i , j= l ,  2, and liri>O, i = l ,  2. These conditions were studied in [1, 5] and imply 
a certain convexity and monotonicity of the shock and wave curves. 
We shall study the Riemann problem for (1), so that we consider solutions 
of (1) which satisfy 
., f(u~,v,),x<0 
(2) (u (0, x), v(0, x)) = ~(u,, v,), x > 0 
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for arbitrary preassigned constant vectors (ul, vt) and (u,, v,). By a solution of the 
problem (1)-(2)  we mean a vector function U=(u, v) which consists of (at mos 0 
three constant states separated by centered shocks and rarefaction waves of either 
the first or second type (characteristic family), which satisfies (1) in the classical 
sense in the regions where there is no shock (discontinuity), satisfies the Rankine- 
Hugoniot condition across shocks, and satisfies the initial data. We shall also 
assume that one of the following stability conditions holds across the shocks 
x- -x( t ) :  
21(V(t,x+O))<c;<21(U(t,x-O)), e<22(U(t,x+O)) 
(sO 
22(U(t, x+O))<a<22(V(t,  x--O)), ~ > 2 ,  (U(t, x - 0 ) ) ,  
where a=Yr is the shock speed. With this condition, it is easy to see that the 
following lemma holds: 
Lemma 1. ,4 solution of (1)-(2)  can contain at most one shock or rarefaction 
wave of each type. 
Fix Ut =(ul, vl) and consider the states (u, v) which can be connected to Ul 
by a shock wave on the right of either type. These states satisfy the Rankine- 
Hugoniot condition 
(3) (u -- u,) (g (u, v)-- g(u,, v,)) = (v-- v,) (f(u, v)--f(ut, vt) ) 
and one of the conditions (Sa). As in [5], our hypotheses imply that there exist 
two branches of (3), called the shock curves (of the first and second type), v = 
sx(u; Uz), u>  ul and v =s2 (u; Ut), u<ul, which are increasing convex downward 
and decreasing convex upward curves, respectively. Let R and S be the classical 
Riemann invariants of the system satisfying the non-linear system of equations 
R,+2xRx=O, St+22Sx=O. We note that from the results of [5], the curves 
R(u, v)=const, and S(u, v)=const, are increasing convex downward and de- 
creasing convex upward, respectively. If we let M denote the class of solutions 
of (1)-(2)  satisfying (5 ~) across shocks, we can state our main theorem as follows. 
Theorem 1. There is at most one solution of the Riemann problem (1)-(2) in the 
class dnSY .  
The proof will be broken up into a series of lemmas, the first of which is 
Lemma 2. The set of points d.ifferent from (ul, vz) satisfying (3) and (Sa) forms 
a one-manifold. 
Proof. The points (u, v) satisfying (3) can be written in the form ~b(u, v; 
ut, vz)=0, and also can be written in the form a(u -u3=f (u , v ) - f (u t ,  v3, 
a(V-Vl)=g(u, v)-g(ul,  v3. If ~b,=~bo=0 at some (u, v)4:(ul, vl), then at this 
point we have 
(u - ut)  g .  + (v  - vt) ( a - f  . )  = 0 
(4) (u - ut) (o" - go) + (v -- vt)fo = 0 
SO that gd'o = ( a - f , )  (o--g~). But this is precisely the equation det [dF(u, v ) - a  1] = 0 
so that a =21 or a =22, and this contradicts (Sa). Hence r  and r can both vanish 
only at (ul, vt), and this implies the lemma. 
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Lennna 3. Suppose that U =(~, ~) satisfies (3) and one of the conditions (5e). 
Then U lies on one of the shock curves. 
Proof. It was shown in [1] that for (u, v) on the shock curve of the second type 
a2 (u, v) > h2 (u, v) > (v-  vl)/(u- ut) 
where a 2 is the slope of the curve R =R(u,  v), and h 2 is the slope of the shock 
v=s2(u; Ul). This implies that the curve R=R(Uz) lies entirely above the shock 
curve v =s2 (u; U~). For, the curves R =const. starting on the shock curve v =s2 (u; 
U~) all start out breaking to the right of the shock curve for increasing u. If any 
of these curves ever came back to the shock curve this would imply a singularity 
in the vector field. Similarly, it is not too hard to show for (u, v) on the shock 
curve of the first type that hi(u, v)>al(u, v)>(v-vz)/(u-u~). Thus the curve 
S=S(UI) lies entirely above the shock curve v=sl (u; U~). This situation is illus- 
trated in Fig. 1. 
We now consider the states which can be connected to Ut by an / -shock  on 
the left. An analysis similar to that above shows that the standard branch of 
this manifold, i.e. the "shock curve" (the component connected to Ut) v =s[ (u; 
Uz), i =  1, 2, lies between the curves S=S(Ul) and R =R(UI). Moreover, s'l(u; Uz) 
is increasing convex downward and v =s~ (u, Ul) is decreasing convex upward. 
, .  . . . .  v =  s;(u; u~) 
v=s2tu; q) / 4 "  xX'( . ' ~  
/ ~ ' S  = S (Ul) R=R(UI) \ \  / 
I A ?-- . 
v = sdu_ U~) ~= s2 (u; U~) 
) u  
Fig. 1 
Suppose now that U satisfies one of the conditions (6a), say the second (the 
case where U satisfies the first condition is similar). First suppose that U lies in 
the region below vl between or on the curves R=R(U~) and S=S(Ul). We claim 
that if U is not on the shock curve v=s2(u, Ut) then ff<ut.  To see this, first note 
that from Lemma 3, U is not an isolated point, and that if ff > ut, then all the 
points which satisfy (3) and the second condition (5 p) also satisfy dv/du =h2 (u, v) 
with h2 <0,  (cf. [1]). Thus we see that the branch of (3) containing U either cuts 
v=s2(u; Ut) or it cuts v=vl or it cuts u=u t. If it cuts v=s2(u; Ul) we have a 
contradiction. Suppose that it cuts u=ut, say at (u~, v~). Then since (ul, v~) 
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satisfies (3) we have 
0 = ( v -  vt)(y(u,, v') - f (u, ,  v,)) = ( v ' -  vt)2fv(Ut, ~) 
for some ~ so that v'=vl since f~#0 .  Thus this branch goes through (ul, vt). 
This is impossible unless this branch is the same as the usual branch of the shock 
curve (cf. [1], equation (2.11) ff.). In a similar way, we can treat the case when 
the branch of (3) containing U intersects v =vt.  
Thus we may assume ~ <ul .  If now U were to the right of v =s  1 (u; Ul), then 
from the results of [5] there is a point U on v =s  1 (u, UI) such that U and U are 
connected by a 2-shock. Hence we have 
0-1 [U-  U] =F(G)-F(U) 
(5) 0-2 [Ut- U] =F(U,)-F(U) 
a3 JUt- U] = F (U,)- F (O) , 
so that 
0-3 [u, - u ]  + 0-3 [ v  - 0 ]  = F(v,)  - F ( v )  + F(Cf) -  V(0)  = 0-2 [ V , -  V] + 0-, [ t r -  O] 
and thus 
(0-3 -0-2) [ V , -  U] +(0-3 -0- , )  [V - U] = 0 .  
This implies that 0-~ =0-2 =0-3. However, condition (5 a) implies that 0-3>2x(Ut) 
and ).1(Ut)>0-2 must hold. This is a contradiction, so that U must lie to the left 
of the curve v=sj(u; Ul). In this case, we consider the curve v=s2(u; U). This 
curve must intersect the shock curve v=sl(u; Ut), say at U. Then we have equa- 
lities of the form (5) holding again. Hence, as before, 0-1 =0-2 =0-3. But using (Sa), 
again we have 0-3>21(Ut)and 21(Ul)>0-2. Thus U must lie on the curve v =  
sl(u; Ul). 
Next, suppose that U were in the region between (and not on) the curves 
S=S(UI), R=R(Ut) with f i>ut .  We shall show that this is impossible. To do 
this, we first construct the curve v=sl(u; U) and note that this curve cannot 
intersect S =S(Ut)  (otherwise S =  S(U) intersects this curve), so that it intersects 
v=sz(u; Uz), say at U. We than have equalities of the form (5) holding again. 
Hence, as before 0-1 =0-2 =0-3, but then since 22(U)>21(U)>0- 2 =0-1 >2z(U) ,  we 
obtain the desired contradiction. If now U were in the region between (and not on) 
the curves S=S(Us), R=R(Us), we would first construct the curve v=sz(u; U) 
and obtain a similar contradiction. 
Finally, suppose that U is in the region above v~, between or on the curves 
S=S(Us), R=R(Us). If U were on the curve v=s'2(u; U1), then we would have 
,~[2(U)>,~2(Us)>)~2(U), an impossibility. If U were on the curve v=s'l(u; Us), 
then we would have tr [Us-  U] = F ( U z ) - F ( U )  and 0-' [Us-  U] =F(Us)-F(U), 
whence 0- =0-'. But then 22 (U)> 0-' =0->22 (U), which is again impossible. Now 
suppose U were in the region between or on S=S(Us) and v=s'~(u; Ut). We 
construct the curve v=sl(u; U) and note that it meets v=s'~(u; Ut), say at U. 
We again have relations of the form (5) holding so that we again get 0-1 =0-2 =0-3. 
But then we get the contradiction 22 (U)>  0-1 =o'3 > 22 (U). Similarly if U lies in 
the region between or on R=R(Ut) and v=s'2(u; Ut), we construct the curve 
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v=s2(u; U), note that it meets v=s'~(u; U~), and get a similar contradiction. 
If now U lies between the curves v=s'l(u; Ut), and v=s~(u;  U~), we construct 
the curve v=s2(u; U), note that it meets v=s'l(u; U~) at U, and get a similar 
contradiction 2 2 (U)>  tr > 2 2 (U). The proof of the lemma is complete. 
Let ~ be any set of points in the ( u - v )  plane. We define 
Pl(~)={(u, v): v=w~(u; Vo), Uo=(Uo, Vo)~, U>Uo} 
pz(~a)={(u, v): v=wz(u; to), tgo=(U0, Vo)~, U<Uo} 
27~(~)={(u,v): v=s~(u,U),  Ueall}, i = 1 , 2 .  
Now fix a point Us in the u - v  plane, and let p~=Pi(UI), ai=Zs(Uz), i=1 ,  2. 
Lemma 4. Outside of the curve pxutrx, the set P 2 ( p l u t r l ) U ~ 2 ( p l U t r l )  /3 a 
disjoint union of curves. 
Proof. The dements of the set in question consist of the shock and rarefaction 
wave curves of the second type, originating on the curve p~wtr 1 (which is itself 
the shock and wave curve of the first type originating on Uz). As was shown in [5], 
the set p l u P 2  utrlk)tr  2 divides the ( u - v )  plane into four regions I, II, III, IV, 
as the following diagram shows: 
"<.. 
III ~ v 
Fig. 2 
Suppose now that there exist U1 =(ul ,  vl) and 0"2 =(u2, v2), u2>ul ,  on p l u o l  
such that there is a point U in (PI(U1)u ,?I (UO}n{PI(U2)uZ,  I(U2)). We will 
show that this is impossible and this will complete the proof. The uniqueness 
theorem for ordinary differential equations shows that U cannot lie in regions 
III or IV. Moreover, it follows from Theorem 2.9 of [1] that under the assumption 
(Se), U cannot lie in region I. Thus we must only consider the case where U is 
in region II. Here U lies on ~2(U1)nZ 2 (U2), and we shall first consider the case 
where u2 :~ ut. We construct the curve S =S(Ut)  for u < ut. Then there are points 
Ua, U4 on this curve such that U2er,2(U3) and Z2(U~)nZ2(U3)=U (of. [1], 
Lemma 2.7). Hence 27 2 (Ua)n27 2 (U4) :t: q~, and this contradicts Theorem 2.9 of [1 ]. 
Now consider the case where u2 =ut.  Choose a point Ua =(u3, v3) with u a >ul  
such that Ul e 271 (U3)*. Then, as before, points (u, v) e ZI (Ua) lie below 271 (Ut) for 
* If U t is any point in the (u--v) plane and u 1 > u t, u x close to ut, then the mapping from the 
line u=u 1 into the line u=u t, given by (u 1, v)---~rl(U, v)n {u=ut}, is continuous since the 
shock curves have positive slopes. The point (u 1, v t) maps below Ul, and since the slopes of the 
shock curves are continuous functions, there is a ~ such that (ul,)~ maps above U l. Thus 
there is a point (ul, v) mapping onto U I. 
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u < uz. Let U4 be any point on ,L (U3 between Ut and U2. Then Z2 (U4)c~2;t (U3) 4= $, 
E2 (U,)c~2?2 (U~)4: ~b, and if Us lies in this first intersection we see that 2~2 (Us)c~Z2 
(U~) 4= q~; thus we have reduced this case to the previous one. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
In view of Lemmas 1, 3 and 4, we see that the proof of Theorem 1 now follows. 
In [1] it was proved that the second parts of both conditions (6 a) are necessary 
conditions for uniqueness. Thus, if we define an i shock, i =  1, 2, to be a dis- 
continuity x = x ( t )  satisfying only 
2,(V(t, x -O) )>a>2 , (V ( t ,  x+0)) ,  
where a--~( t )  is the shock speed, we can state 
Theorem 2. There is a unique solution of (1)-(2) in the class .W if and only if 
a<22(U(t ,  x+0))  across a shock of type 1 and a>2t (U( t ,  x - 0 ) )  across a shock 
of type 2. 
Hence, if any of the conditions of Lemma 2.5 of [1] hold, for example if 
22 =0__>2, then there is at most one solution of (1)-(2) in .W. Finally, we remark 
that Theorem 1, together with the results of [5], solves the problem of existence 
and uniqueness of the solution of the Riemann problem for the system (1) in the 
class .Z. 
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